THE SMARTEST SOLUTION FOR YOUR ARTIFICIAL GRASS

S

Your artificial grass
like the first day
www.rollandcomb.com.au / info@rollandcomb.com.au / 1300 GRASSS (1300 472 777)

ROLL&COMB 602QG

ROLL&COMB 502 E-AU

ROLL&COMB 302 E-AU
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33x55x45

36x67x52

Designed for the commercial, education and sports sectors where
the need exists to clean large areas of artificial turf. The brushing
mechanism and powerful engine facilitate cleaning of the synthetic
grass in a single pass. 212cc 4-Stoke OHV engine with horizontal
axle and steel chassis with centralized height adjustment. Easy
action folding handle.

ROLL&COMB 302 W-AU

3

Clean leaves and other debris from your artificial grass whilst
simultaneously combing and rejuvenating the pile. The Roll & Comb
502 E-AU brushing system sends the waste to the 40L collection bag.
Featuring operating height adjustment to accommodate both different
grass types and the intensity of the cleaning process through the
pile. Folding handlebar for easy storage.

ROLL&COMB 141 W-AU

Designed to maintain artificial grass. The Roll & Comb 302 range
helps remove leaves, bark and other debris from the lawn whilst
simultaneously combing and lifting the pile of the grass. The unique
and revolutionary handlebar with oscillating arm allows effortless
single-handed operation. Featuring adjustable operating height and
25L capacity collection bag.

ROLL&COMB 141 E-AU
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28x55x46
Features are the same as the Roll & Comb 302 E-AU but the W model
features an 18v rechargeable lithium battery for its power source.
Designed to maintain artificial grass. The Roll & Comb 302 range
helps remove leaves, bark and other debris from the lawn whilst
simultaneously combing and lifting the pile of the grass. The unique
and revolutionary handlebar with oscillating arm allows effortless
single-handed operation. Featuring adjustable operating height and
25L capacity collection bag.
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47x42x29
With the same features as Roll & Comb 141 E-AU but relies on a rechargeable 18v Lithium battery power source. Designed to maintain
artificial grass, it helps clean leaves, bark and and other debris from
the lawn while combing and lifting the pile. The lightweight design of
the 141 range, with adjustable grip which facilitates use and ensures
the correct operating position, makes it easy to transport and store.
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47x42x29
A revolutionary and extremely effective artificial turf sweeper
equipped with a roll-resistant nylon bristle brush for excellent quality
performance. A lightweight, efficient and cost-effective way to keep
synthetic grass looking like new from Day 1. Features include
a folding handle for easy transport and storage and a manually
adjustable grip to ensure the correct operating position. Globally
patented utility model.

